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Observation of ion acoustic waves associated with plasma-induced incoherence of laser beam
using Thomson scattering
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We have carried out experiments to investigate the physical processes responsible for the recently discovered
phenomenon of plasma-induced incoherence~PII! of a laser beam. Using a Thomson scattering diagnostic, we
have observed ion acoustic waves~IAW ! having wave vectors transverse to the interaction beam spectral and
temporal characteristics of which show a clear correlation with other signatures of PII for various conditions of
plasma density and laser intensity. These results support the recent theoretical interpretation for which the IAW
result from the coupling between forward stimulated Brillouin scattering and self-focusing of the laser light in
PII mechanisms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, experimental@1–5# and theoret-
ical @6–12# studies have demonstrated the ability of an u
derdense plasma to reduce the spatial and temporal co
ence of an intense laser beam propagating through it. As
process affecting laser propagation, plasma-induced inco
ence~PII! appears fundamental for inertial confinement
sion ~ICF! @13# for it can have an impact on wave-couplin
conditions. In fact, the growth rates of convective three-wa
instabilities, such as stimulated Brillouin scattering~SBS! or
stimulated Raman scattering~SRS! @14# greatly depend upon
the beam’s level of coherence. The effect of a progress
loss of coherence would be to relax the constraints impo
by the presence of such undesirable parametric instabil
in laser-fusion plasmas. However, while instabilities could
reduced, a lower spatial coherence may spoil the laser’s
diation uniformity through beam spray and hence can
disadvantageous for ICF. A better physical understanding
of PII would aid in assessing the potential benefits for IC
and may enable control over them.

While most previous experiments have demonstrated
effectiveness of the plasma-induced incoherence of la
beams through measurements of beam characteristics
propagation through the plasma@1–5#, none of these have
given insight into the underlying mechanisms. Theoreti
interpretations@6,10–12,7# explain PII as the result of the
interplay between different forward scattering processes s

*Also at CEA-DIF, Boıˆte Postale 12, 91680 Bruye`res-Le-Chaˆtel,
France.
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as self-focusing, forward SBS, and the more recent reso
instability of filaments@9#. Simulations performed for ou
experimental conditions@12# show that the filament instabil
ity provides an ion-wave seed for forward SBS of the int
action beam. A broad spectrum of ion acoustic waves~IAW !
is thus resonantly excited. These waves have small w
vectors and propagate transversely to the beam. Identi
tion of these waves in an experiment is of outstanding th
retical interest since it would validate part of the propos
scenario.

The experiment presented in this paper was designe
detect the presence of IAW having frequencies and w
numbers according to the numerical simulations of PII@12#.
In particular, the simulations demonstrate that transve
IAW fluctuations can be driven at large enough wave nu
bers to be detected experimentally. A Thomson scatte
diagnostic was put into place to look for such IAW and
study their spectral and temporal behavior and their corr
tion with transmitted light frequency broadening. The spe
trum of the transmitted light, a signature of PII, was sim
taneously monitored with the Thomson scattered spectra
various interaction conditions. The comparative results g
good evidence for the participation of IAW in PII.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Beam configuration and plasma characteristics

The experiment was performed using six Gaussian 600
full width at half maximum~FWHM! laser beams of the
Laboratoire pour l’Utilisation des Lasers Intenses facility. A
beams were smoothed by random phase plates~RPP! and
contained in the horizontal plane. All beams had horizon
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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polarization. The beam configuration is shown in Fig. 1. T
plasma was preformed by two counter-propagating la
pulses atl50.53mm focused onto the surface of a 1-mm
thick parylene~CH! foil target and then heated by a thir
identical beam 0.6 ns after the first two. The plasma’s m
expansion axis was perpendicular to the target’s initial s
face, which we define as thez axis. The target was initially a
z50. With a time delay of 1.6 ns after plasma formation,
interaction beam atl051.053mm with a maximum average
intensity of ^I &1451 in units of 1014 W/cm2 and with an
initial f/6 aperture was sent propagating along thez axis to-
wardsz.0. In the following, we will refer to the front par
of the plasma as the entrance side of the interaction b
with z,0, and the rear part of the plasma as the output s
with z.0. At the same moment, a low-intensity (^I &14
;0.04, lp50.351mm) probe beam was focused onto t
plasma by a f/10 lens at 67.5° from the interaction beam.
reducing the energy of the creation beams from 50 J to 1
we obtained two sets of plasma conditions with maxim
densities at the peak of the interaction pulse of 0.3nc and
0.8nc , respectively, wherenc5131021 cm23 is the critical
density for 1.053mm light. The high densities were interes
ing because they were seen to favor PII in past experim
@4,5#. The plasma’s characteristics were similar to those
ported in Refs.@4,5,15#. According to two-dimensional~2D!
hydrodynamical simulations~see Ref.@15#!, the maximum
density evolution is best described by an exponential de
in time: ntop(t)5ntopexp@2t/(530 ps)#, where t50 corre-
sponds to the peak of the interaction pulse. The typical s
length of the inverse parabolic profile was 700mm for the
low-density plasma and 300mm for the high-density plasma

B. Diagnostics

The probe beam was used for Thomson scattering off
acoustic waves excited by the laser-plasma interaction.
scattered light was collected by a f/2.5 lens and analy
using a spectrometer-streak camera combination with s

FIG. 1. Layout of the laser beams and main diagnostics.
thin-foil target is at the center of the experimental chamber with
surface perpendicular to the interaction beam.
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tral and temporal resolutions of 0.4 Å and 130 ps, resp
tively. A beam dump placed on the lens’s surface blocked
direct light from being collected@see Fig. 2~a!#. The magni-
tude and direction of the probed wave vectors were furt
selected by placing additional masks on the collection opt
Two such apertures were used during the experiment, on
the horizontal plane and one in the vertical plane, as ill
trated in Fig. 2. When the properties of the probe beam
the angle of observation have been set, there are two pos
ion acoustic waves to satisfy the Thomson geometry:kIAW

56(kp2kscatt) @16#. They have opposite directions. Th
magnitude of the probed wave vector varies with the scat
ing angle uscatt according to kIAW52k0(1
2ne /nc)

1/2sin(uscatt/2), wherek0 is the modulus of the wave
vector of the interaction beam in vacuum. For both obser
tion windows, thescatteredlight was collected betweenb
P@7.7°,11.3°# away from the initial probe axis, which in
turn corresponds to ion waves with wave numbers vary
from 0.4k0 to 0.6k0 . The direction of the probed IAW is
determined by the Thomson scattering geometry. The
aperture~window 1! collected light that scattered off IAW
propagating nearly transversely to the interaction beam
anglesu between 73° and 110°. The second aperture~win-
dow 2! collected the scattered light off IAW mostly in th
horizontal plane with anglesu varying from 23° to 41° away
from the interaction beam.

The forward scattered light of the interaction beam w
collected within two angular ranges: between 0°611° ~up to
twice its focusing aperture! and between 22.5°65.0° away
from the z axis in the horizontal plane. Light within eac
aperture was separately analyzed using a spectrom
coupled to a streak camera with spectral and temporal r
lutions of (2 Å, 150 ps! for the first aperture and of(2Å, 60
ps! for the second aperture. By placing different masks
the collected light’s path we were able to further refine t
observation angle within each aperture.

e
s

FIG. 2. ~a! Thomson scattering of the probe beam (kp , lp) on
IAW ( kIAW) perpendicular to the interaction beam. Scattered li
(kscatt, lscatt) is collected outside the incident cone over an ang
lar window ranging between 7.7° and 11.3° below the horizon
plane ~window 1! and in the horizontal plane~window 2!. Wave
vector diagram for the Thomson scattering in the vertical wind
~b! and horizontal window~c!. Window 1 collected scattered ligh
with anglesu varying from 73° to 110° and window 2, anglesu
varying from 23° to 41° away from the interaction beam.
5-2
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR THE DENSITY
FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM

The two-dimensional laser-plasma interaction co
HARMONHY @12# was used to model our experiment over t
whole duration of the interaction pulse;600 ps with realis-
tic interaction conditions and f/6 RPP optics. The nonline
hydrodynamic plasma model used byHARMONHY allows us
for the use of density and velocity profiles, spatial and te
poral dependence of which, due to target expansion, clo
mimic those of the experiment as described in detail in R
@12#. Furthermore, the paraxial model used for light prop
gation allows one for the simulation of the whole plasm
profile in thez direction. With these features, the simulatio
correctly describe the interplay between strong inve
Bremsstrahlung absorption, laser pulse temporal profile
target expansion that were found necessary in order to
rectly describe the transmitted light spectra.

Simulations with a peak average interaction intensity
^I &14;0.45 and nonlocal electron heating included alo
with the ponderomotive force show the generation of a br
spectrum of density fluctuations, evident in Fig. 3, as a re
of self-focusing, filament instability, and forward SBS. Th
frequency spectrum of the transmitted light corresponding
these conditions exhibited a strong redshift;10 Å that has
been attributed to self-phase modulation of laser li
brought about by the nonlinear evolution of density chann

Figure 3 shows the spatial density fluctuation spectr
udne /n0(kW )u, taken from the simulations, over a regio

FIG. 3. Magnitude of the two-dimensional spatial finite Four

transform ~FFT! of electron density perturbations,udne /n0(kW )u,
with normalization such thatdne /n0(xW )5(kWdne /n0(kW )exp(ikW•xW),

where kW5(kuu ,k'). The FFT was performed over
(Dz580 mm)3(Dx'5250 mm) strip centered atz5100 mm, x'

50 mm, i.e., 100mm to the rear of the target of the simulation da
taken from Ref.@12# that closely reproduce the current experimen
conditions. The area markedV1 indicates the wave numbers probe
by the Thomson scattering probe with collection window 1~cf.
Fig. 2!. The wave numbers probed by the second geom
~window 2! lies slightly outside of the figure in the directio
indicated by the arrow labeledV2 with characteristic wave numbe

kW5(0.42, 0.26).
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100 mm to the rear of the target center where the aver
densityne /nc50.25 at the peak of the interaction pulse. O
finds these fluctuations to be contained within angles
90°620° from thez axis, i.e., nearly transverse to the inte
action beam, and extending up to magnitudes ofk'

;0.7 v0 /c, wherev0 /c is the vacuum wave number of th
interaction beam.

The regions of wave number probed by the Thomson s
tering experiment using collection windows 1 and 2~see Fig.
2! correspond to the areas ofkW space in Fig. 3 that are la
beled V1 and V2 , respectively. Evaluating (dn/n) rms
[^ (dne /n0)2&1/2 using Parseval’s theorem give
(dn/n) rms50.009 for the Thomson scattering volume, whe
the angle brackets indicate a spatial average. Restricting
sum over wave numbers to include only those wave numb
which are contained within the regions markedV1 and V2
in Fig. 3 gives @(dn/n) rms#kWP V1

5331026 and

@(dn/n) rms#kWP V2
5531029, respectively. On this basis, w

would predict that a Thomson scattering diagnostic wo
see an enhanced signal first experimental geometry~window
1!, and a thermal level in the second~window 2!. Note that
the value of 531029 corresponds to the level of numeric
noise, and thermal fluctuations are not included in the sim
lations.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Spectra of Thomson scattered light

Figure 4 shows typical Thomson scattering spectra c
lected in the vertical window of the diagnostic. The colorba
reflect the relative signal intensity of the Thomson scatte
signal and the scale units are consistent between all Thom
spectra. This result has been obtained in the low-den

l

y

FIG. 4. Time-resolved spectra for the low-density plasm
(ntop50.3nc) of Thomson scattered light atz5170 mm in the rear
part of the plasma~a! for ^I &14;1 and~b! for ^I &14;0.1. The probe
beam is Gaussian with 600 ps FWHM.~c! and~d!: spectral intensity
profiles integrated over the dashed box.
5-3
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plasma (ntop;0.3nc and ^I &14;1) for which evidence for
PII has already been established in the recent past@4,5#. To
demonstrate that these waves were produced by the inte
tion beam, we reduced its intensity by a factor of ten,^I &14
;0.1, and the corresponding spectrum is shown in Fig. 4~b!.
For both laser intensities, the diagnostic collected light em
ted from a plasma volume ofDz;40 mm centered atz
51170 mm in the rear part of the plasma. By comparison
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, we observe that the signal obtained
high laser intensity reduces to noise level~due to stray light
and/or plasma emission! when the intensity is lowered by
factor of ten. Note that in this case, the limit of sensitivity
the camera has been attained. The strong reduction in s
confirms that the observed signal at^I &14;1 comes from
IAW associated with the interaction beam. The signal pe
at the laser pulse’s peak intensity and has an approxim
duration of 300 ps. It exhibits a spectral broadening of 0.3
on each side of the initial wavelength, with no significa
spectral shift. Assuming scattering from density fluctuatio
associated with forward SBS IAW the expected Thoms
scattering spectra would consist of two 0.2-Å wide comp
nents symmetrically shifted away from the probe wavelen
by about 0.15 Å. The signal’s width of 0.2 Å mainly due
the integration over the collection volume of the veloc
gradient~Doppler broadening! and the density gradient bu
also the angular dispersionDkiaw of the probed ion waves in
the collection aperture. Because of the limited spectral re
lution of the system, which was at best 0.4 Å only, these t
components are likely merged in a broad component as
served in the experimental spectrum.

Since PII is shown to become more effective as
plasma density increases@4,5#, we repeated the previous Th
omson scattering measurements in a higher density pla
(ntop50.8 nc) for both laser intensities@see Figs. 5~a! and
5~b!#. In this plasma, the scattered light exhibits more co
plex features and the integrated signal is on the aver

FIG. 5. Comparison of the Thomson scattered spectra betw
the vertical and horizontal collection window in the high-dens
plasma (ntop50.8nc). Laser intensities arêI &14;1, 0.1 in~a!, ~c!,
and~b!, respectively. The different colorbars provide information
the signals’ relative intensities.@~c!, ~d!, and ~f!#: time-integrated
intensity profiles of the spectra in~a!, ~b!, and~c!, respectively.
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40–100 times stronger than in the low-density plasma for
same location on thez axis and same collecting aperture. F
^I &14;1, we observe that the bulk of the signal is now e
tirely shifted by 1–1.5 Å towards longer wavelengths. Aga
the signal is greatly diminished, near noise level, when
intensity is divided by a factor of ten. A complementary r
sult comes from the observation of scattered light in the h
zontal window which, due to the scattering geometry@Fig.
~2!#, probes IAW whose wave vectors have a large longi
dinal component. The signal@see Fig. 5~c!# associated with
nontransverse IAW is dramatically lower than for transve
IAW. Moreover, the signal associated with nontransve
IAW does not exhibit the same nonlinear behavior with
creased plasma density or beam intensity. This observatio
in agreement with the numerical results discussed in Sec

B. Spectra of the forward scattered interaction beam

Our previous observations of PII were partly based on
spectral analysis of the forward scattered light at 0°610°
from the laser axis@4,5#. These spectra displayed a stron
redshifted component up to about 10 Å as a result of str
induced temporal incoherence. This red-shift has been co
lated with direct measurement of the coherence time usin
Michelson interferometer and is considered a clear signa
of PII. The IAW wave vectors responsible for the nea
forward scattering are of the order of 0.15k0 . The transverse
IAW with kIAWP@0.4k0 ,0.6k0# detected by Thomson sca
tering in this experiment cause the interaction beam to
deflected by angles between 21° and 31° in the vert
plane. Because of mechanical constraints we could only
lect the light at such angles in the horizontal plane. T
appropriate solution was then to place ourselves in equ
lent interaction conditions in the horizontal plane by chan
ing the laser’s polarization direction by 90°. We rotated t
polarization from horizontal to vertical, using a half-wav
plate, and collected the forward scattered light at 22
65.0° in the horizontal plane which is associated with t
IAW observed by Thomson scattering.

An example of two time-resolved spectra, recorded
22.5° from the laser axis in the high- and in the low-dens
plasmas, is shown in Fig. 6. The spectra display a br
redshifted component with a shift larger in the high-dens
plasma than in the low-density plasma by a factor betw
two and four. Typical FWHM values of the redshifts for th
low- and high-density plasmas are~0–5! Å and ~2–16! Å,
respectively. These shifts are larger than the ones of the l
collected at a smaller angle. The red component is shorte
time than the laser pulse and its maximum intensity co
cides with the peak of the interaction pulse. It usually b
comes visible little before (;100 ps) the peak of the inter
action pulse in the case of a high plasma density. This
partly due to a rapid increase in transmission, from;5% at
2200 ps to;35% ~i.e., the plasma becomes more transp
ent!, when approaching peak laser intensity. It is noticea
that the observed redshifts are larger than what could
expected from pure forward SBS in the weak coupling
gime and that they depend on the laser intensity. Numer
simulations@3,12# have produced a good quantitative agre

en
5-4
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OBSERVATION OF ION ACOUSTIC WAVES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 68, 056405 ~2003!
ment of the spectra recorded at 0°610° based on the self
phase modulation of the forward scattered light in the ch
nels dug by self-focusing with an additional contributio
from forward SBS associated with the transverse IAW. T
explanation also holds for the light collected at 22.5°.

V. CORRELATION BETWEEN TRANSVERSE IAW
AND THE INTERACTION BEAM’S FORWARD

SCATTERED LIGHT

We have observed correlations between the obse
transverse IAW waves and the transmitted interaction be
at 22.5° in time, intensity, and spectra when the laser int
sity or the plasma density was modified.

A. Temporal correlation

The temporal profile of the red component at 22.5°
comparable to that of the Thomson scattered spectra in
high-density plasma since both signals occur near the pu
peak intensity, and have shorter duration than the laser p
as shown in Fig. 7. Slight differences in the signal’s init

FIG. 6. Transmitted light spectra, collected over angles 22
65.0°: ~a! calibrated in vacuum,~b! in a plasma with ntop

;0.3nc , and~c! in a plasma withntop;0.8nc . ~d! Time-integrated
lineouts of the signals in~a!, ~b!, and~c!. The spectral resolution is
2 Å. Time 0 corresponds to the peak of the incident beam.
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growth can be explained by a combination of different re
sons. As mentioned before, the plasma is very opaque to
interaction beam in the first half of the its pulse. Since t
nonlinear phenomena responsible for the existence of
redshift also become more efficient as the peak approac
the redshifted signal can rapidly rise. The frequency-trip
probe beam, on the other hand, can propagate with l
absorption, as the plasma is transparent for 0.351mm light.
The dissimilarity can be worsened by the lack of tempo
resolution of the Thomson spectra and to some extent by
fact that the spectrum of transmitted interaction beam is
tegrated over the whole plasma length~all z’s! while the
Thomson spectra is collected over a small region on thz
axis and so can only account for the growth of local IAW

B. Intensity correlation

Comparison of the redshifted component in the transm
ted light spectra at 22.5° with the ion acoustic wave sig
also show a good correlation between the two phenomen
a function of the laser intensity. Like the IAW signal, the re
component of the transmitted light decreased strongly w
the laser intensity was reduced by a factor of ten, dem
strating the nonlinear behavior of the involved processes

A further correlation between both types of spectra w
made by flipping the beam polarization from the horizon
to the vertical plane. Note that for each diagnostic the sign
were recorded under the same observation conditions
both polarization states. The Thomson scattered light w
collected in window 1 and the forward scattered light of t
interaction beam was selected in the vertical plane only. T
way, both the interaction beam and the probe beam scatt
off vertical IAW. For this purpose, and because of the m
chanical constraints stated earlier, the effect of the bea
polarization state on the transmitted interaction beam w
tested for near-forward transmission~i.e., between 8°
63°). Figure 8 shows time-integrated lineouts of the spec
of light scattered by angles between 5° and 11° away fr
the z axis and the corresponding Thomson scattering spe
for both polarization states of the interaction beam. The s

°

laser
 pulse

Time (ps)
0 -400 -200 0 200 400

Thomson
scattered

spectra 

Transmit-
ted beam at

22.5° 

Intensity (I/Imax) 

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of the Thomson scattered signal
that of the redshifted component of the transmitted pulse at 22
compared to the initial interaction pulse profile. Each curve
drawn in normalized units of signal intensity.
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nals have been integrated over 150 ps around maximum
nal. A very clear simultaneous reduction of both signals w
observed by changing from the horizontal to the vertical
larization. The integrated intensity of the transmitted ligh
red component drops to;35% in the vertical polarization
state. For this particular location on thez axis, the integrated
signal of the Thomson scattering spectra is half than tha
the total signal in the horizontal state. Instrumental respo
was tested to be independent of the light’s polarization s
and therefore cannot account for any of the changes. In
dition to the correlated modification of the two signals, the
results show that the light scattering, as well as the gen
tion of the driven IAW, seems to occur preferentially out
the plane of polarization of the laser.

C. Spectral correlation

Both the scattered light of the interaction beam at 22
and the Thomson scattered spectra display a strong red
in the high-density plasma. In these conditions, the plas
response is expected to be both nonlinear and nonloca
case for which no complete model exists. Nevertheless,
strong redshift of the Thomson scattered light in the hig
density plasma could be produced by a combination of th
mechanisms: the Doppler shift, strongly coupled SBS, an
self-phase modulation of the scattered light off IAW loca
ized in the density channels dug by the interaction be
whose density varies rapidly. First, the wave vector probe
the plasma by Thomson scattering using window 1 is alm
orthogonal to the plasma expansion axis. Unless there
significant radial flow, the projection of the flow velocity o
the probed wave vector would be too small to give the
quired redshift. Besides, if radial expansion were importa
the Doppler shift would be appreciable in the low-dens
plasma case as well, which it is not. Forward SBS becom
strongly coupled at an intensity of approximatelyI 55
31013 W/cm2 when its mean growth rate exceeds the io
wave frequency (g>v IAW) @6,17#. The fraction of laser
speckles that meet the above condition could prod
strongly coupled SBS and hence shift the light further
wards the red. Shifts up to several times the ion acou

FIG. 8. Time-integrated~over 150 ps! spectral lineouts of the
transmitted light~a! and of the Thomson-scattered probe beam
IAW ~b! for horizontal and vertical polarization in a high-densi
plasma (ntop50.8nc and^I &14;1). lp is the probe wavelength an
l0 the wavelength of the interaction beam. The forward scatte
light is collected in the vertical plane only at 8°63°. Intensity
values are given in the units of relative measured intensity.
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frequency have been detected by Young@17# in the case of
SBS backscattering of the main beam. This additional r
shift is, however, still very difficult to predict quantitatively
Regarding the third explanation, the shift in wavelength d
to self-phase modulationdlp will be smaller for the probe
beam compared to the interaction beam because of its sh
wavelength and shorter length of propagation in the spec
and in the overall plasma. Simple estimates based on
analytical formula @9#, dlp5(Nlpdz/2c)@1
2ne /nc(lp)#21/2$d@ne /nc(lp)#/dt% show that a shift of 2Å
could be obtained with realistic values of the density d
crease as a function of time (dn;0.1nc in dt560 ps), of the
propagation length in each channel (dz;10 mm), and of the
number of channels encountered (N510). In the low-
density plasma, this shift would be much smaller, in agr
ment with Figs. 4~b! and 6~b! showing reduced shifts in the
low-density plasma. In this scenario, self-phase modula
would therefore be responsible for the redshift of both
transmitted light and the Thomson scattered light off t
transverse IAW associated with the temporal incoherenc
the interaction beam.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have observed ion acoustic wav
propagating transversely to the interaction beams which
strongly correlated with PII signatures, namely, the f
quency broadening of the interaction beam. The obser
correlation persisted as density, laser intensity, and polar
tion states were modified. The presence of a strong Thom
scattering signal in the geometry of window 1 only is co
sistent with predictions of numerical simulations. In additio
the spectral characteristics of these ion waves are als
agreement with numerical simulations in the case of l
plasma density. For the high plasma density the Thom
scatter spectra show a red feature that is shifted by almos
Å. We have discussed the possible origins for this shift, a
have shown that phase modulation by plasma channels a
ciated with the interaction beam is a likely explanation. T
observations reported here provide strong experimental
dence for the participation of transverse ion acoustic wa
in the PII mechanism. They are important as they will pr
vide a unique access to the study of the influence of PII
parametric instabilities, namely, of ion acoustic waves a
electron plasma waves associated with SBS and SRS, res
tively.
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